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ABSTRACT

The issue of thermal recovery of the NIF amplifiers has taken on increased emphasis as program goals move toward
increasing the shot rate to once every four hours. This paper addresses the technical issues asxwiated with achieving thermal
recovery in the NIF amplifiers. We identify two temperature related thermal recovery quantitiexx (1) the difference between
the average slab temperature and the temperature of other surfaces in the amplifier cavity, and (2) the temperature difference
in the slab over the aperture. The first quantity relates to optical disturbances in the gas columns in the system, while the
second quantity is associated with optical aberations in the laser media itself. Calculations and experiments are used to
quantify recovery criteria and develop cooling approaches. The cooling approaches discussed are (1) active cooling of the
flashhunps with ambient gas and chilled gas, and (2) active cooling of the slab edge cladding. Calculations indicate that the
NIF baseline cooling approach of 20 cfrn per lamp ambient temperature gas flow in both the central and side flashlarnp
cassettes is capable of meeting thermal recovery requirements for an 8 hour shot period, while to achieve a 4 hour shot period
requires use of chilled gas and edge cladding cooling. In addition, the effect of changing the amplifier cavity and beamtube
fill gas from nitrogen to helium is addressed, showing that a factor of 8 reduction in the sensitivity to thermal disturbances is
possible.

Keywords: National Ignition Facility, laser amplifiers, thermal distortions, gas cooling, thermal recovery, numerical
siqmlations

1. INTRODUCTION

The National Ignition Facility (NW) consists of 192 discrete apertures clustered into 2 wide x 4 high bundles. Each 4-
high aperture stack is separated by a flashlamp cassette creating isolated 1 wide x 4 high cavities confined by sets of Brewster
angle slabs. The beamtubes, which are adjacent to the amplifier cavities, are also 4 apertures high. Of particular importance in
the design of NW is development of cooling techniques to remove the residual heat deposited in the slabs, flashlamps, and
blaatshields in such a manner that optical distortions prior to the next NIF shot are acceptable. The issue of thermal recovery
of the NIF amplifiers has taken on increased emphasis as program goals move toward doubling the shot rate from the NIF
baseline of once every eight hours, which requires thermal recovery in 7 hours if 1 hour is allotted for realignmen~ to once ~e.:
every four hours which requires a 3 hour thermal recovery. This has necessitated a renewed look at NW thermal recovery. .-;
requirements and the development of technologies to efficiently and economically meet those recovery needs.

We separate thermally related optical distortions in the amplifier and beamtube regions into two distinct categories: (1)
optical distortions in the slabs due to tempera~re gradients across the slab aperture, and (2) optical distortions in the gas “
columns in the amplifier cavities and beamtulks due to surface temperature difference driven convective flows. Current NIP
requirements specify that the residual thermal gradients in the slabs, left-over from the previous shot, shall not contribute
greater than 0.04 waves/slab/pass of optical distortion, and that thermal distortions in the gas columns in the amplifier cavities - “’
and beamtubes at shot time shall not contribute more than an additional 2.5 wad half-angle beam divergence.

Both requirements place restrictions on temperature non-uniformities allowed in the system, and thus necessitate the
development of cooling approaches that can meet or exceed those limits. In the remaining sections of this paper we develop
thermal recovery temperature limits associated with the residual optical distortion requirements, and describe cooling
techniques that meet the current NIF thermal recovery requirements. To accomplish this task, both numerical simulations and
experiments have been used to relate the NIF optical distortion criteria to easily measured and quantified temperature
differences in the system.
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Calculations, the details of which follow in the remaining sections of this paper, varied in complexity from a globrd
lumped-mass thermal approximation of the amplifier system to detailed threedimensional thermal/stress/optic simulations.
The lumped-mass model was used to understand the sensitivity of NIF amplifier thernal recovery to flashlamp cooling flow
characteristics such as gas flowrate and gas temperature. The detailed three-dimensional thermal/stress/optic simulations were
used to quantify the effect of temperature gradients across the aperture on optical distortions in the laser slabs.

Experiments employed the Beamlet facility as a vehicle to develop preliminary correlation’s between optical distortions
and system temperature differences. The Beamlet laser is a 2 wide x 2 hQh cluster of optical apertures, with only one active

p. ~ ele~nts iO~ reting * w- ~ “d-y” slabs d~i~~ to sim~ate the optical depth of the active
laser slabs for radiation pump dynamics purposes. In these experiments, an inactive side module (see Fig. la) of the cavity
amplifier was modified to allow the measurement of temperatures simultaneously with measurement of optical distortions on
the active side aperture. Modifications, depicted in Fig. lb, consisted of placing a thermocouple instrumented laser slab in this
module, in addition to instrume nting the bktstshield, amhitectural glass assembly below the slab, and the top and bottom
reflectors. In total, over 30 thermocouples were placed in the amplifier module.

2. SLAB OPTICAL DISTORTIONS

Optical distortions in the slabs are directly related to the initial energy distribution in the slab and the cooling
mechanisms that are used to remove that energy priorto thenext laser shot. Within the slab, temperature gradients are
established because the prompt temperature rise in the edge cladding is significantly greater than in the optical aperture. The
average prompt temperature rise over the slab aperture is observed to be within the range of 0.5 -0.7 “C, while the edge
cladding temperature rise is an average of 3“C. The prompt heating of the flashlamps is estimated as 19°C and that of the
blastshields measured at roughly 2°C. Note that for the edge cladding there is approximately a factor of tsvo difference in the
temperature rise between the side and topibottom regions. In the calculations reported in this study, this asymmetry is not
included, with the average edge cladding temperature rise used for all edge cladding regions.

The primary heat exchange mechanism in the amplifier cavity is radiation heat transfer between the slabs and
blastshields. In the flashkunp cassettes energy is exchanged rtulatively between surfaces, but is dominated by convective
cooling from the gas flow. During the early stages of thermal recovery, there will be radiant energy exchange from the hotter
flashkunps to the colder blastshields and in turn to the slabs. Thus, until the flashlamp cassette cooling flow has significantly
reduced the flashlamp temperature there will be a heating of the slabs. Once the flashkunps have been cooled, the process
reverses with the energy flow from the slabs to the cooled blastshields.

The edge claddings, on the other hand, are shielded from direct radk+nt energy exchange to the blastshield by slab
masks. Thus, in principle the waste heat deposited in these elements either conducts to the central regions of the slab and is .
removed by radiation to the blastshleld, or is cooled by a more direct approach. Both mechanisms were addressed in this
study.
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The optical path variation across the aperture is described as:

where n is the index of refraction, and the integration takes place along the beam propagation path, z. The index of refhction -..
is a function of the temperature and stress, and can be represented as

n =no+$-(T-To)+~oa (2)

where &l ~ is the scalar temperature coefficient, h / ~ is the stress-optic coefficient tensor, and cr is the stress tensor.
Thus, to properly determine the optical path variation in the slabs it is necessary to establish the temperature distribution, the
stress distribution, and body deformations due to thermal expansion.



Finite element cah%lations on an isolated slab were performed using the TOPAZ3D1 and NIKE3D2 computer programs.
Both use the finite element formulation, with TOPAZ3D used to evaluate the temperature distribution in the slab on the basis
of the initial temperature distribution and boundary conditions. Incorporated in this calculation is radiation transport between
the slab and blastshield. The heat transfer calculation is then followed by determination of the body deformation and stresses
using the NIKE3D code and the temperature distribution from the TOPAZ3D calculation. The final step in the analysis is
application of the calculated temperature, deformation, and stress fields in an optical propagation calculation to evaluate the
optical path length variation across the aperture.3

Ty@cal results are given in Figs. 2 and 3. In this calculation, the mechanical and optical properties of LCL770 were
applied as summarized in Table 1. Of particular note is the negative dnMT of tids laser glass. An important characteristic of
this calculation is the masking of the edge claddlngs ffom radhtive transpor4 so that the energy deposited in these regions had
to conduct to the central regions of the slab for radiative dissipation to the blastshield. In Fig. 2, the temperature distribution
across the slab aperture is given, showing in this instance that the edges are hotter than the central regions of the slab. During
the entire recovery process, the peak temperature rise in the slab occurs in the comers where conductive dissipation of the
edge cladding heat is more restrictive. Fig. 3 gives a decomposition of the optical path length changes, normalized by the
maximum total optical path length variation. Fig. 3& b, and c show the isoht.ed effects of temperature, displacement and
stress. It is noted that because of the negative ~/Z, the colder central regions of the slab are phase delayed from the hotter
outer regions. On the other hand, because the outer edges are hotter, thermal growth in these regions is greater resulting in a
phase lag at the outer edged from the displacemen~ or growth effect. This clearly shows the potential for some cancellation of
these two contributions. The overall optical path length variation is given in 171g.3d, which primarily reflects the dominance
of the greater thermal expansion contribution.

On the basis of these calculations, the edge-to-center opt.icaI path length variation was ndated to the edge-to-center
temperature change as

AOPL=.C = y .A7&c (3)

where the subscript e-c denotes the edge-to-center difference, and y is the correlation constant. Correlating results from a
number of calculations it was determined that

waves
7=4.45* 0.1

dub- pass-”c
(4)

For the NIF specification of 0.04 waves/slab/pass, this translates to a slab center-to-edge temperature limit of 0.09 “C.

The Beamlet thermal tests described in the introduction were used to validate thk numerically determined temperature
limit. Fig. 4 gives a plot of the horizontal temperature difference across the slab (center-to-edge) as a function of time. Also.
noted is a point in time where Hartman sensor data was used to determine that the 1/2 cycle optical distortion in the probe ~..t
beam was approximately 5 waves, ‘Ilk corresponds to an experimentally determined correlation coefficient, f3,of

-.=

waves
y = -0.57*0.05 (5)

slab - pass-”c

which is consistent with the numerically determined value. It is on this basis that confidence in a temperature difference limit
of 0.09 “C was established. - ..

Having established the temperature difference limit across the aperture for thermal recove~, calculations were then used
to quantify the effect of cooling options on thermal recovery. Two approaches were considered: (1) the NW baseline concept
of gas flow of 20 cfm per lamp in the flashkunp cassettes through the entire cooling cycle, and (2) the addition of a
mechanism to directly remove the edge cladding energy rather than rely on conducting that energy to the central regions of the
slab for removal by radiative transport to the blastshields. One potential approach for cooling the edge cladding is depicted in
Fig. 5. This approach consists of replacing the baseline flat edge cladding protective masks with a profiled mask that contains
air cooling passages. Through inclusion of a direct conduction element this affords a path for energy to be removed directly
from the edge cladding.



The performance of these cooling approaches is shown in Fig. 6 which gives plots of the center-to-edge temperature
dtierence, and associated optical distortion difference, versus cooling time. The horizontal dashed lines denote the NIF

recovery limit of ti.090C. The ND? baseline cooling approach of employing only active cooling of the flashlamps clearly
has the potential to meet the NIF baseline 7 hour recovery requirement. On the other hand, clearly demonstrated is the need to
employ edge cladding cooling in order to double the NIF shot rate, which would require 3 hours thermal recovery.

3. GAS COLUMN OPTICAL DISTORTIONS

Equally important to ensuring proper thermal recovery of NIF is consideration of the optical distortions in the gas
columns within the amplifier cavities and beamtubes. Beamlet experiments were particularly important in establishing a
thermal recovery criteria for this distortion contribution since precise numerical quantification of the optical distortions in rhk
highly unstable convective flow was not an option in this study. Results of the Beamlet measurements are shown in Fig. 7,
which gives the added half angle beam divergence as a function of a characteristic temperature difference. In this instance, the
characterizing temperature quantity selected was the difference between the average temperature of the vertical surfaces in the
cavity, and the top reflector. These represent hot and cold surfaces, in a buoyantly unstable configuration, which must be the
case in any natural convection situation. They also represent the driving mechanisms for convective boundary layer flow on
the slab faces, tilch was judged from near-field images to be the dominant mechanism in this Beamlet configuration. The
shaded region denotes the experimental uncertainty of the beam divergence measurement. At a given temperature difference,
the scatter in the added half angle data is related to the statistical variation in the al@ment of convective disturbances. Based
on the average of the statistical variation, this data indicates that a 2.5 prad added half angle distortion is associated with a
0.25°C characteristic temperature difference.

It must however, be recognized that there are significant geometry differences between the Bearnlet and NIF amplifier
architectures. In particular, the NIF system consist of a 4-slab h@ stack as opposed to the 2-slab high Beamlet configuration.
Thus, the height of gas columns in the cavity region and beamtubes will be twice that of Beamlet. Preliminmy estimates of
thk effecg based on linear stability theory’ and boundary layer growth theod suggest as much as a 2 times greater sensitivity
to temperature differences in NIF than in Beamlet. Thus, it is reasonable to reduce the NIF acceptable temperature limit to
0.13°C, half of the value experimentally determined for Beamlet. It must be emphasized that this is only a preliminary
projection, and awaits further analysis and experiments to precisely quantify the NIF thermal recovery conditions as they
reIate to gas column convective disturbances.

Fig. 8 presents results of the effect of severaf thermal recovery cooling conditions on the average slab temperature rise
above ambient temperature. These results were obtained using the lumped mass thermal model, with validation calculations
performed using the two- and threedimensional finite-element models. In the case of actively cooled flashkunps, the average
temperature rise in the slab is indicative of two key convective flow driving temperature differences: (1) the difference
between the slab and blastshield, since at later times in the recovery cycle the blastshield will beat ambient temperature, and ~-.,
(2) the difference between the slab and beamtube structure temperature since the beamtubes are subject to ambient, .-z
temperature conditions.

Consider first the curves for ambient gas flow at 20 cfm and 5 cfrn per flashlamp. Clearly indicated is the potential for
the NIF baseline to meet the 7 hour recovery requirements associated with the projected NIF temperature difference limit of -
0,13°C. Equally evident is the inability of this cooling scenario to provide any reasonable cooling margin for the 7 hour
recovery case, as well as achieve recovery in 3 hours. Equally evident is the necessity for the 20 cfm flow rate, as evidenced
by the striking inability of a 5 cfm per lamp flowrate to even remotely meet NW requirements. Also note the rise in the slab --
temperature during the very early states of thermal reeovery. This is a result of radiative heat transfer from the hot flashlamps
that persists until the cooling gas has reduced the flashlamp temperature to a value below that of the slabs.

The final curve in Fig. 8 is for a 5 cfm per lamp flowrate, but with a temperature modified recovery cycle as indicated in
Fig. 9. In this case, at the start of the recovery cycle the flashlamp cooling gas is chilled to 2°C below ambient. This is
maintained until 2.6 hours into the recovery cycle when the gas is returned to ambient temperature for an additional 0.4 to 1.4
hours. The purpose of initially chilling the gas is to provide a stronger driving temperature difference for radiative transport.
Since the blastshields are in contact with this cooling flow, after roughly 0.5 hours they will be nearly in thermal equilibrium



with the cooling gas. MS added temperature difference between the cooler blastahields and the hotter laser slabs dramatically
enhances radiative transport. However, after 2.6 houra, while the slabs have been effectively reduced to ambient temperature,
the blastshields and flashlamps are at a temperature 2°C below ambient. Without further action, this would result in a
hydrodynamically unstable condition. In order to rectify this situation, the cooling flow is returned to ambient temperature for
the time necessary tore-warm the blastshields and flaahlampstoambient temperature. Thk chilledgascooling scenario has
two significant effects on NIF thermal recovery (1) recoveryin 3 hours or less is clearly possible, and (2) accelerated
recovery can potentially be achieved with a significantly lower gas flow rate, which will have a txmeficial impact on the cost
of the NIF cooling system through a requirement for smaller ducts and fans.

Since the optical distortions in the gas columns are dependent on the optical properties of the gas itself, it is useful to
consider the consequences of filling the amplifier cavities and beamtubes with a gas other than air or nitrogen. Of particular
interest is helium. To first order, for incoherent disturbances such as those present in the gas columns, the change in optical
path length is approximated as

(6)

where 5 is an ensemble characteristic disturbance scale size in the gas columns, L is the total propagation length through gas
in the amplifier cavities and bearntubes, AT is a chmcteristic tempemtum perturbation in the gas, and TO is the bulk gas
temperature. The quantity /3 is the Gladstone-Dale constant for the fill gas.d Noting that that the Gladstone+Dale constant for
helium is 1/8 that of nitrogen, we project an allowable temperature difference in a helium filled system to be 8 times that of a
nitrogen filled system. The potential NIF temperature difference limit for a helium filled system is shown in Fig. 8. This
clearly shows the leverage afforded by a helium fill since adequate recovery can potentially be achieved with ambient gas
flow rates of a little as 5 cfm per flashlamp.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary we note that preliminary calculations have been performed to predict NIF thermal recovery for various
cooling approaches. These calculations of thermal transport in the amplifier cavity range in complexity from a lumped-mass
thermal approximation to detailed threedimensional finite element simulations. In addition, experiments were performed on
the Bearnlet facility where temperature differences in the slabs as well as between the slab and surrounding surfaces were
measured. These measured temperature differences were correlated to simultaneously measured optical distortions. This
combined modeling and experimental approach has allowed us to draw the following conclusions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The NW slab optical distortion limit of 0.04 waves/slab/pass is related to a temperature difference across the
aperture of no more than 0.09”C.
The NIF gas cohmm optical distortion limit of 2.5 Mad additional half-angle beam divergence, due to conv=tive. .-=

e-

effects, is related to a projected surface temperature difference in the NIF geometry amplifier cavity of O.13°C.
The NIP baseline cooling approach consisting of a 20 cfm per flashlamp ambient temperature flow in both the
central and side flashlamp cassettes appears adequate to meet the NIF recovery criteria after 7 hours of thermrd
recovery.
Doubling the NIF shot rate, which means reducing the thermal recovery time to 3 hours, requires consideration of
advanced cooling options such as chilling the flashlamp cooling gas and direct cooling of the slab edge claddings.
Filling the amplifier cavities and beamtubes with helium Mlch is much less optically sensitive to temperature
pert&ations, dramatically relaxes the NIF temperature recovery criteria associated wi& convective gas currents.
This allows more rapid recovery to be achieve with lower flow rates of ambient gas than can be achieved with a
nitrogen filled system.

It must be emphasized that these results and conclusions are preliminary. To refine our understanding, more detailed
two- and threedimensional thermal models are under development and thermal tests similar to those conducted in the
Beamlet facility are planned for the AMPLAB facility which is a mock-up of the NIF amplifier geometry. The AMPLAB tests
will be used to experimentally quantify the recovery conditions for NIF. This combination of refined analysis and AMPLAB



thermal tests will allow%s to precisely specify NIF recovery requirements and verify that the NIF baseline approach of 20 cfm
per ihshlamp cooling in the side and central cassettes is adequate to meet NJF baseline cooling needs.
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Table 1
Therrno-Mmhanical and Optical Properties of LG-770 (Schott Glass Technologies)

Property Unit I Value 1

Thermal conductivity W/m-K 0.52

Density kg/m3 2830

Specific heat !
kJ/kg-K, !

Elastic modulus GPa 50.1

Poisson’s ratio 0.256

Thermal expansion coefficient ~-l 11X104

Index of refraction 1.516

dn/dT K-1 -5.4X104

Piezo-Optic coefficients

7C1I
Tpa-l 1.526

?qz
Tpa-l 2.54
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Lucation of inah’umented amplifier on the inactive side of BeamleL and the kwation of thermocouples
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amplifier Iucation. (b) an explcded view of the instrumented amplifier showing thermocouples on the
slab, lower architectural glass panel, blaatahield, and top and bnttom reflectors.
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Fig. 2- me calculated temperature distribution across the slab aperture. This calculation shows hotter
temperatures toward the slab edges, with the largest temperature rise uccurring in the slab
turners. In thk figure, the maximum and minimum temperature rises are 0.66°C and O.lT’C
respectively.
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Calculated contributions to the cqnicaf dtiordon in Orelaser slabs, normalized by tfre
maximum total optical distordon~ (a) the dnldT contribution. (b) the displacement (tberrrral
expansion) contribution. (c) tbe thermal stress contribution. (d) tbe total of all contributions.
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Fig. 5- A pntentkd edge clsdding cooling approach consisting of gss cnnled mssks. me puqmse of cnnling the
edge cladding is to remove the edge clsdding thermal loed before it cen conduct into the slab and enhance
the temperature gredients scrnss the aperture.
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The calculated effect of flsshlemp and edge cladding cnnling on the
reduction of temperature gradients and optical distortions across the
apertnre, These calculations indicate that tlashlamp ccmling is likely
adequate for an 8 hour shot period, but to achieve a 4 hour shot perind
would require edge cladding cooling.
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Frg. 7- ‘Ihe cermlation of added half angle beam divergence?with the chamcteristic temperature
difference in the Beamlet experiments. Baaed on the aversge added divergence, a 2.5 prad
added beam divergence. corresponds to 0.25°C temperature difference in Beandet.
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Fig. 8- The effect of flaahlamp cooling gas flow rate and temperature on thermal
recovery of the laser slabs. In thk plot, the average temperature rise is
representative at the latter stages of recovery of the convective flow driving
temperature differences in the amplifier cavity and beamtubes. These
calculations show that the NIF 20 cfm per lamp cooling flow is likely adequate
for an 8 hour shot perind, but chilling the gas or the use of helium filled
amplifier cavities and treamtubes would be required to achieve a 4 hour shot
period.
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